Develop
Course Library
Access a world of learning opportunities
Keep employee skills relevant and compliant
How critical is continuous upskilling? The World Economic Forum
indicates that a third of the desired core skill sets of most occupations
will change by 2020.
Fortunately, employees and employers are more willing than ever
before to work together to ensure upskilling occurs, with 74% of
employees believing it’s their own responsibility to take an interest in
upskilling1.
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How can employers help? By providing easy access to learning in all
its forms. ELMO Course Library offers hundreds of courses covering
a range of topics including compliance, soft skills and productivity
training. With ELMO’s regular updates to course content, it helps
ensure that the skills of your employees remain sharp, now and into
the future.

An Ever-Expanding
Library

Customised to your
Organisation

Deep Integration with
ELMO Learning Management

ELMO’s Course Library offers over
400 courses with a wide range of
content across a wide range of
topics – all built with best practice
learning principles.

Copy and tailor content to your
needs with easy authoring tools
built with “what-you-see-is-whatyou-get” editing.

Quickly and easily publish
courses to ELMO Learning
Management with detailed
response tracking for
detailed reporting.

Key Benefits
ELMO’s Course Library offers over 400 courses covering everything from soft skills to compliance-related
issues. With a growing library, new and updated courses are released every month so there is always new
content to discover. The course content is also kept up-to-date with Legislative changes to ensure continued
compliance.
Courses are built by ELMO’s team of instructional designers with industry best-practice approaches
to eLearning, ensuring more engaging course design and content.
While most off-the-shelf training has limited scope for customisation, courses from the ELMO Course Library
allow you to customise courses to fit your organisation’s needs, including the ability to change content, images
and branding.
1. Workforce of the future: The competing forces shaping 2030, PwC
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Key Features
Best practice instructional design using adult learning principles
Engaging interactive activities
Easy to digest course format and length
Regular compliance updates to ensure course validity
Courses can be branded to match your organisation’s look and feel
Mobile-compatible courses
Easy customisation of courses to fit your organisation’s needs
Built-in assessments with automatic marking
A range of question types to increase learner engagement
Simple tools to update and modify assessment questions
No development skills needed to update or modify courses
Use your own media to personalise courses

Great alone, better together!
Harness additional benefits from ELMO Course Library by adding these complementary modules:
Onboarding

Ensure new hires are compliant and have all the skills required to be productive
by allocating courses from ELMO’s Course Library and creating a personalised
development plan prior to commencing the new role.

Learning Management

Manage the training and compliance needs across the entire organisation by
providing access to freshly created courses, pre-built courses, and a range of
comprehensive reporting tools.

Course Builder

Simplify the creation of bespoke online learning content, which can be branded with your
organisation’s branding, colours, logos and images. With no coding skills required and
a range of page templates, you can easily create engaging interactive online courses.
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